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letter from the CEO
A Year of Transition
As we end another decade, there’s only one word that comes to

2019, CPhA, with the help of Dr. Parisa Vatanka, was the first to

mind as we reflect on the California Pharmacists Association’s

host a Digital Health Conference, focused on transforming the

last ten years.: transitions.

delivery of healthcare through pharmacy. As the first statewide
and national pharmacy association to host such a conference,

Normally, transitions symbolize
turbulent times as with change,
comes uncertainty. And change
can be scary to many. However, for
pharmacists, future pharmacists
and technicians, the future is
bright, as is the future of CPhA.

CPhA invited digital health thought leaders to inspire the minds
of pharmacy professionals and challenged them to converse
with Healthcare IT experts to transform the manner in which
pharmacy and technology intersect.
Throughout the last decade and moving into the next, CPhA
remains strong and ready to transform through transitions.
Although we said goodbye to Jon Roth, CPhA’s CEO of ten years
and many long-term staff members, we welcomed in new staff
who have beautifully connected with members, old and new.
CPhA has and always will be here to serve the needs of our

In 2019, CPhA achieved another banner advocacy year. We

growing family of pharmacy professionals. Our 150-year history

expanded the scope of practice for pharmacists, allowing

is built on strength, resilience, and vision. We are a reflection of

pharmacists to initiate and furnish PrEP and PEP medications.

the profession and are excited to embark on another decade

Through SB-159 (Wiener), we educated countless of legislators

serving the most trusted healthcare professional in history. We

who had limited knowledge about the role that pharmacists

invite you to experience the next chapter of CPhA’s history and

and their team play in the health of individuals. In addition

join us for another transformative year ahead.

to expanding the scope of practice for pharmacists, CPhA
challenged the administration and the Department of Health
Care Services, who deemed it appropriate to collect MediCal reimbursements retroactively from community pharmacy
owners going back to 2017. The administration’s announcement
sprang CPhA into action: almost overnight, we convened a

Susan A. Bonilla
CPhA CEO

coalition of community pharmacists, filed suit against the
Department of Health Care Services and created a statewide
public affairs campaign, resulting in saving community
pharmacies over $200 million statewide and ensuring that their
doors remain open. Our efforts to save community pharmacies
are far from over – our legislative efforts to curb predatory
practices of Pharmacy Benefit Managers remain a priority for our
members, and for our association.
In educational offerings, CPhA transformed content delivery.
Attendees of Western Pharmacy Exchange experienced
360-degree learning stage hearing from speakers on sports
radios. The unique learning platform met the innovation that the
California Pharmacists Association has been working towards
since its inception, and we didn’t stop with a stage. In the fall of

CPhA remains strong and
ready to transform through
transitions.

Membership Matters
CPhA serves the diverse needs of our pharmacist, future pharmacist, and
pharmacy technician members. We embrace diversity, innovation, and our goal
to be the steadfast trendsetter in benefits and values we offer our members.
CPhA is led by dedicated pharmacy professionals who serve as members
of the Board of Trustees and as leaders in their local chapters. Together, our
volunteers work to engage and promote the profession.

Professional Benefits
Whether they are beginning a business, refinancing student loans, finding
liability insurance, accessing legal advice, or anything in between, CPhA
members can access a one-stop shop with every tool they may need to start
or advance their pharmacy career. CPhA has thoroughly vetted each of our
partners and ensures that members have access to only the best resources in
the profession.

Communications
CPhA uses a variety of platforms to ensure that members receive up-to-date information relating to advocacy, industry news, events, and
urgent alerts. New professionals barely have time to rest, and therefore, CPhA takes the lead in researching, alerting, and ensuring that
members are in the know, as news happens. At any point in time, members are connected through the CPhA website, emails, Facebook,
Twitter, LinkedIn, and Instagram, and have news and updates at their fingertips. In 2019, CPhA launched its new digital member magazine,
Membership Minute, which is published monthly and contains association news, updates, and member spotlights.

CPhA by the members (in 2019)

3,800+

27

Members

Local
Chapters

8

13

Special Interest
Groups

Schools of
Pharmacy

14

Board of
Trustees Members

11

Committees
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2018-19 Legislative Session – Final Status Report
While last legislative session saw over a dozen bills introduced to
attempt to curb the opioid epidemic, this year’s legislative session
saw far fewer. The public health issue which the Legislature
attempted to tackle last year was sugary beverages and the health
implications caused by consuming these products. A package
of bills was introduced, but they did not receive the support the
sponsors were anticipating.
Even though the opioid epidemic took a “back seat” to sugar, a few
bills were introduced with some success ranging from changes
to the CURES system, clarification/clean-up of bills signed last
session, and, most noticeably, another attempt to impose a tax on
opioids, which again failed to receive the necessary votes. CPhA
worked closely with a number of interested parties to defeat this
legislation, arguing again that the tax would ultimately be paid by
entities at the end of the pharmaceutical supply chain, including
community pharmacies without any ability to pass the cost of
the tax on to consumers. CPhA additionally pointed out that this
measure would have reversed a state precedent of exempting
medication from taxation.

CPhA had a very good year in regards to requested amendments
on problematic bills to pharmacy, that were accepted. The bills that
were most concerning were either held in various committees or
the authors chose not to pursue the bills up due to lack of support
to secure passage.
CPhA’s primary bill last year was our sponsored SB 159 (Wiener)
which authorizes a pharmacist to initiate and furnish preexposure
prophylaxis and postexposure prophylaxis when specified
requirements are met. We began working on the issue with patient
advocacy groups a year before the bill was introduced. This
collaboration resulted in an important piece of legislation which will
help people protect their health.
In his signing message, the Governor stated, “All Californians
deserve access to PrEP and PEP, two treatments that have
transformed our fight against HIV and AIDS. I applaud the
Legislature for taking action to expand access to these treatments
and getting us close to ending HIV and AIDS for good.”
CPhA continues to work with patient advocacy groups during the
implementation phase.

A SAMPLE OF BILLS THAT CPhA ADVOCACY TEAM HAS INFLUENCED DURING
THE 2018-2019 LEGISLATIVE SESSION
Supported and Passed
SB 159 (Wiener) - HIV: PREEXPOSURE AND POSTEXPOSURE PROPHYLAXIS
Authorizes a pharmacist to initiate and furnish preexposure prophylaxis and postexposure prophylaxis when specified requirements are
met. CPhA co-sponsored this bill with APLA Health, Equality California, Los Angeles LGBT Center, and the San Francisco AIDS Foundation.
AB 690 (Aguiar-Curry) - REMOTE DISPENSING SITE PHARMACY: PHARMACY TECHNICIAN: QUALIFICATIONS
Creates a state license for remote dispensing pharmacies which may be staffed by a registered pharmacy technician (who meets certain
requirements/qualifications) on a day-to-day basis, with a lead pharmacist providing oversight from another location. This bill establishes
certain qualifications for pharmacy technicians to be able to work at a remote dispensing pharmacy site, as well as authorizing the
transferring of a pharmacy license to a new location during a declared disaster instead of having to apply for a new license. The bill also
authorizes relocation of a pharmacy that is destroyed or severely damaged as a result of a natural disaster or due to events that led to a
declared federal, state, or local emergency, if no changes are made to the management and control, or ownership, of the pharmacy, and
all applicable laws and regulations are followed, and require that the board be notified of the relocation immediately upon identification of
the new location. The author accepted CPhA amendments to increase the number of hours required for a pharmacy technician to work in
this practice setting. This bill also contains an urgency clause.
AB 1088 (Wood) - MEDI-CAL: ELIGIBILITY
Provides that an aged, blind, or disabled individual who would otherwise be eligible for Medi-Cal benefits would be eligible for MediCal without a share of cost if their income and resources otherwise meet eligibility requirements. This bill prevents seniors and persons
with disabilities who are dually enrolled in Medicare and Medi-Cal from losing their Medi-Cal coverage when the state begins paying
their Medicare Part B premiums. AB 1088 was sponsored by Disability Rights California, Justice in Aging, and Western Center on Law and
Poverty.
AB 714 (Wood) - OPIOID PRESCRIPTION DRUGS: PRESCRIBERS
AB 714 is a “clarifying” bill for AB 2760 signed by Governor Brown in 2018 which requires prescribers of medications to offer a prescription
for an opioid antagonist (Naloxone) when certain conditions are present. Since the passage of AB 2760, stakeholders have raised
concerns regarding exactly when co-prescribing of Naloxone is required. Additionally, concern has been expressed that this bill does not
exempt prescribers providing hospice based care where Naloxone may be contraindicated for the purposes of hospice focused care.
AB 149 (Cooper) - CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES: PRESCRIPTIONS
Responds to issues with AB 753 (Low), which required prescription forms to contain uniquely serialized numbers. This bill delayed the
requirement for a uniquely serialized number to be a necessary feature on prescription pads until a date determined by DOJ, but no later
than January 1, 2020. This bill also outlined standards for the serial number, including compliance with all state and federal requirements,
utilizable as a barcode that may be scanned by dispensers, and compliant with current standards established by the National Council for
Prescription Drug Program Standards.

Opposed
AB 387 (Gabriel) - PHYSICIAN AND SURGEONS: PRESCRIPTIONS
This bill is sponsored by the California Senior Legislature; it has been attempted several times. It would require physicians to indicate the
purpose for the drug on the patient’s prescription in order to reduce the number of adverse drugs events. CPhA worked with a coalition
to address our concerns which include patient privacy and ensuring pharmacists aren’t responsible for ascertaining the purpose or
determining whether the patient opted out of its inclusion on the prescription. CPhA opposed this bill unless it was amended to address
this issue. We continue to attempt to address our other concerns. This bill was held in the Senate Appropriations Committee.
SB 617 (Glazer) - PHARMACY TECHNICIANS: SUPERVISION
This would allow an employer to utilize a ratio of three pharmacy technicians to one pharmacist if the employer and one or more labor
organizations representing the employed pharmacists, pharmacy technicians, or a combination of the two have entered into a collective
bargaining agreement agreeing to that ratio. It would require the California State Board of Pharmacy to approve an application to use the
three to one ratio if the employer establishes a manual delineating the responsibilities and duties of pharmacy technicians, as specified.
This bill was held in the Senate Appropriations Committee.
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Corporate Partners
In 2019, we had 18 corporate partners!
Thank you to our eighteen corporate partners, who are also members of our Corporate Advisory Council. Their amazing support truly
impacts our pharmacy members and the pharmacy profession. This financial support also helps CPhA make headway in the advocacy
arena, and these sponsorship dollars truly enhance all of our conferences, education, webinars, and advertising. We can’t thank our
partners enough for their support! Here is a snapshot of the industries we partner with:
•

Drug suppliers

•

Pharmacy staffing

•

Retail pharmacy

•

Medication manufacturer

•

Legal services

•

Insurance

•

Secure medication storage

•

Pharma

Elevating Patient Care
Given the additional authorities, and the new classification of advanced practice pharmacist (APh), more pharmacists are seeking
additional continuing education to improve their clinical and leadership skills – requiring all CE providers, including CPhA to raise the
bar with educational offerings. We were excited to host our first Digital Health Conference. Attendees learned about mobile health apps,
fitness trackers, and other digital health products and how to can use them to improve patient health.

1,530

781

Participants of
Continuing Pharmacy
Education Programs

Participants at Western
Pharmacy Exchange

71

16

Digital Health Conference
Attendees

Leadership Development
Institute Graduates

90

76

APP Certifications
in CPhA

Leadership Development
Weekend Attendees

84

63

Advocacy Day
Attendees

Rx Boot Camp
Participants
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treasurer report
California Pharmacists Association Summarized
Statement of Operations
For the year ended December 31
(in thousands of dollars)
								2019			
2018
Revenues
Education							
$1,071			
$1,069
Membership dues						
$641		
$738
Non-dues							
$762			
$727
Publications 							
$65			
$100
Other								$190			
$176
								$2,729
$2,810
Expenses
Membership services					
$2,304
$2,066
Government & public affairs				
$567			
$621
Communications						
$452			
$460
Administrative						
$312			$284
								$3,635		$3,431
Loss from operations					
Investment income (loss)					
Net income (loss)						
Membership dues as a % of total revenue		

$(906)		 $(621)
$488			$(201)
$(418)			$(822)
23%			26%

Summarized Statement of Financial Position
For the year ended December 31
(in thousands of dollars)		
								2019			
2018
Assets 							$4,723		 $5,123
Liabilities 							
$1,074		$1,055
Equity								
$3,649		 $4,068
Revenues decreased from 2018 to 2019 primarily due to a decrease in Membership Revenue.
Expense increases from 2018 to 2019 were the result of planned improvements to the Western
Pharmacy Exchange annual event. Investment portfolio results in both years mirrored changes in
the financial markets.
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